“WDE-40” by Jarred Hodgdon
FADE IN TO INSERT SHOT
Pan across and dissolve over EARL STEVENS wine bottles.
POMPOUS NARRATOR (V.O.)
Earl Stevens Selections. Refined
flavors with hyphy sensibilities-INT. SOUND STAGE - DAY
--E-40, busts through the set, knocking bottles over.
E-40
E-40, AKA Charlie Hustle here. No time
to tell you bout my fine selections of
wine drink like Function Red and
Mangoscato, Mang. Trademark. A true
Yay Area hustle-prenuer in the game
now damn near twenty-seven years, I’m
onto the next. Oooouugh.
E-40 holds a can of his next venture to camera- WDE-40.
EXT. PLAYGROUND - DAY
E-40 crouches in the sand. A CHILD swings behind him. We hear
the SQUEAK of the swings chain.
E-40
Unlike that other water displacement
spray and penetrating oil WDE-40 has
twice the alcohol level and comes from
a Vallejo hustler who knows how to
keep his chains clean, Mang.
E-40 sprays a little PSST PSST on the swings chains. The
Child is delighted.
E-40 tilts his tiny glasses down - his eye twinkles.
EXT. SOCCER FIELD

- DAY

TOO SHORT is dressed as a ref and officiates a soccer match.
KIDS run around the field.

2.

One CHILD kicks another in the shins. Too Short tries to blow
the whistle for a foul but no sound comes out.
E-40 appears.
E-40
Ay. What it is Too Short?
TOO SHORT
I’m trying to call a foul here, Forty
but somethin’ ain’t right with my
whistle.
E-40
UUuuuuuggggh. I got this, mang. Gotta
keep your whistle greased.
PSST PSST PSST. E-40 sprays some WDE-40 on the whistle.
E-40 (CONT’D)
Now blow the whistle.
BRR BRR BRR -

Too Short blows it.

E-40 (CONT’D)
Now blow the whistle.
BRR BRR BRR -

Too Short blows it.

TOO SHORT
Thanks E-40. But yo, is this safe to
put in my mouth?
E-40
Look, mang. A Yay Area yungsta OG such
as myself don fuck with no chemicals
that ain’t ingestible. Now get hyphy
Short Dog.
Too Short blows the whistle again.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT
A BUSINESS MAN indicates to some lipstick on his collar and
YELLS at SEX WORKER.
BUSINESS MAN
Look what you did! My wife is gonna
see this you bitch!
E-40 appears and pushes Business Man back and away from Sex
Worker.

3.

E-40
Ay, Mang. Shut the fuck up Wonder
Bread. Call me captain save a ho cause
I’m fin to fix this scenario.
PSST PSST PSST
collar.

- E-40 sprays WDE-40 on Business Man’s

BUSINESS MAN
Hey look. Your product took that stain
right out of my collar!
E-40
Course it did. A baller such as myself
only ships tight product.
E-40 pushes Business Man out the adjoining window. We hear
SCREAMS as the man plummets.
INT. SOUND STAGE - DAY
E-40 speaks in direct address.
E-40
Thas right, mang. I’ll tell you when
to go...right now. Get out to your
local hardware store and get yourself
a can of WDE-40. UUUUgggghhhh.
BLACKOUT

